3 rd Joint Workshop of Aarhus University and the Institute for Employment
Research
May 14-16, 2014
Directions and Locations
Conference rooms
„b2“
Bartholomäustraße 26D
5th floor
90489 Nürnberg

Wöhrdersee Hotel Mercure
Nürnberg City (****)
Dürrenhofstraße 8
90402 Nürnberg
Tel. +49 911 99 49 0

From Central Station to “b2” (conference rooms) / Hotel Mercure
1. Take tram line 5 (direction „Tiergarten“), get off at stop “Dürrenhof”.
2. The hotel is right across the street.
3. For the conference rooms go on walking down the street “Wöhrder Talübergang” 650 m until the
traffic lights. With doing that you will also cross the little lake “Wöhrder See”.
4. Then turn right into “Bartholomäusstraße”, and after 250 m you will find the entry into the
building on the right site.
From “b2” (conference rooms) to Central Station
1. Walk out of the building, turn left and go down „Bartholomäusstraße“ about 250 m until the
traffic lights.
2. Then turn left into “Wöhrder Talübergang”. After 750 m you will find on the right hand site the
tram stop „Dürrenhof“
3. Take tram line 5 (direction „Worzeldorfer Straße“) until stop „Central station“.
From “b2” (conference rooms) to Hotel Mercure
By foot (about 10 minutes):
1. Walk out of the building, turn left and go down „Bartholomäusstraße“ about 250 m until the
traffic lights.
2. Then turn left into “Wöhrder Talübergang”. After 650 m you will find “Hotel Mercure” at the
right site.

Conference Dinner: p.t.o.

Conference Dinner, May 14, 7.30 p.m.:
Hausbrauerei Altstadthof
Bergstraße 19-21
90403 Nürnberg
Tel: +49 911 2 44 98 59
From Hotel Ramada to restaurant “Nürnberger Altstadthof”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Walk out of the hotel and go to the bus stop “Dürrenhof” right across of Hotel Mercure.
Take bus line 36 (direction „Plärrer“), get off at bus stop “Burgstraße”.
Then go into the street, which is marked with two prohibition signs. Follow the street 30 m.
The street splits up, take the left arm “Glöckleingasse”.
After 60 m you arrive at a place, on the left hand is the big church “St Sebald”. At the place turn
right and walk down the street about 75 m.
6. Then “Bergstraße” begins. After following it 75 m you will finally see the restaurant “Altstadthof” to
your left.
From “b2” (conference rooms) to restaurant “Nürnberger Altstadthof”
1. Walk out of the building, turn left and follow “Bartholomäusstraße” 250 m.
2. When you arrive at the traffic lights, go straight on over it. Then you will see the bus stop “Bauvereinstraße” at the right site.
3. Take bus line 36 (direction „Plärrer“), get off at bus stop “Burgstraße”.
4. Then go into the street, which is marked with two prohibition signs. Follow the street 30 m.
5. The street splits up, take the left arm “Glöckleingasse”.
6. After 60 m you arrive at a place, on the left hand is the big church “St Sebald”. At the place, turn
right and walk up the street about 75 m.
7. “Bergstraße” begins now. After following it 75 m you will finally see the restaurant “Altstadthof” to
your left.

Conference Dinner, May 15, 7.30 p.m.:
Café Lorenz
Lorenzer Platz 23
90402 Nürnberg
Tel: +49 911 20 59 390
From Hotel Mercure to restaurant “Café Lorenz”
By foot (about 20 minutes):
1. Walk out of the hotel, turn right around the corner and follow “Bahnhofstraße” 700 m until you get
to a big cross-way.
2. Turn right into “Marienstraße” and follow it 700 m until you arrive at a traffic circle.
3. Cross the traffic circle and after 50 m you will find restaurant “Café Lorenz” on the left hand site.
By public transport (about 15 minutes):
1. Walk out of the hotel, turn right and take tram line 5 (direction “Worzeldorfer Straße”) at stop “Dürrenhof”.
2. Get off the tram at stop “Marientunnel” and change to tram line 8 (direction “Erlenstegen”). Then
leave the tram at stop “Marientor”.
3. Cross the street and go into “Lorenzer Straße. Follow it 200 m.
4. Cross the traffic circle and after 50 m you will find restaurant “Café Lorenz” on the left hand site.

Restaurant „Altstadhof“
b2

Restaurant „CafeLorenz“
Lorenz“
Hotel Mercure

